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Geo Cube

SCA19     

Black Geo

SCA01     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared to the actual 
product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

MORE PATTERNS & TILES OVERLEAF >

Retro

Sunshine

SCA02     

Retro

Emerald

SCA51     

Retro

Sapphire

SCA50     

The Acrylic Collection 

PATTERNS & TILES
Celebrate the bold

 
Interior trends are alive with confident designs; have some 
creative fun, injecting colour and energy into your bathroom 
by using exciting geometric patterns to give a contemporary 
retro feel. Keep the decor minimal to complement the look.

Decor: Retro Sunshine
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

Scallop Blush

SCA18    

Scallop Marble

SCA66    

Scallop Sky

SCA04     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email 
samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may 
vary compared to the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 
for further information and advice.

MORE PATTERNS & TILES OVERLEAF >

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
 Bring the zen

 
Nurture the serene with a softer, soothing scallop design. 
The palette of white lines on neutral tones allows this 
pattern to pair with a variety of tastes effortlessly.

Decor: Scallop Blush



Decor: Black Geo
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Deco Tile

White / Mustard

SCA41     

Deco Tile

Navy / Mustard

SCA42     

Deco Tile

White / Grey

SCA43     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk  
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared to 
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

MORE PATTERNS & TILES OVERLEAF >

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
Vibrant and vivacious

 
Brighten up any space with this opulent art déco inspired 
pattern, luxurious and glamorous, it will add a striking touch 
to your bathroom. Use impressive ferns and statement 
pieces of furniture to complete the look.

Decor: Deco Tile White / Mustard
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Starlight

Sapphire  

SCA55     

Starlight

Emerald  

SCA56     

Starlight

Blush  

SCA57     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk  
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared to 
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

MORE PATTERNS & TILES OVERLEAF >

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
The evening glow

 
Bring a sense of the wonders of the night sky into your bathroom 
with this striking and dramatic Starlight design. These decors 
will transform your bathroom by adding depth and a focal point. 
Keep accessories minimal to complement the look.

Decor: Starlight Sapphire
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Subway Navy

SCA21     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk  
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours 
shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer to our full 
disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

Subway Blush

SCA23    

Subway Emerald

SCA22     

MORE PATTERNS & TILES 
OVERLEAF >

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
A timeless classic

 
This popular classic adds a touch of class and will continue to 
grace homes in 2022 and beyond. The versatility of this product 
makes it easy to style and incorporate into any bathroom.

Decor: Subway Navy


